
Builder: CUTWATER

Year Built: 2022

Model: cruiser

Price: $159,987 USD

Location: United States

LOA: 24' (7.32mm)

Beam: 8.5

Min Draft: 1' 7" (0.48mm)

Max Draft: 2' 7" (0.79mm)

2022 CUTWATER 24 COUPE — CUTWATER

Our experienced yacht broker, Andrey Shestakov, will help you choose and buy a yacht that best suits your needs
2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe — CUTWATER from our catalogue. Presently, at Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., we have a wide variety of yachts
available on our sale’s list. We also work in close contact with all the big yacht manufacturers from all over the world.

If you would like to buy a yacht 2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe — CUTWATER or would like help answering any questions concerning purchasing,
selling or chartering a yacht, please call +1(954)274-4435

https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/cutwater/24_coupe/2022_cutwater_24_coupe/2022/409843/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/cutwater/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/cutwater/24_coupe/2022_cutwater_24_coupe/2022/409843/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/cutwater/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/cutwater/24_coupe/2022_cutwater_24_coupe/2022/409843/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/popular-yacht/
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SPECIFICATIONS

Overview

The 2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe from the renowned builder, CUTWATER, is a marvel of innovative
craftsmanship, specifically built to inspire and impress. This exquisite cruising yacht, stretching
up to 24 feet (7.32m) in length, offers both charm and functionality, expertly blending comfort,
style, and seafaring capability. Upon initial visual contact, the 2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe greets
the onlooker with an elegantly streamlined profile, a testament to refined marine styling. The
Coupe's sleek contours glide seamlessly from bow to stern, hinting at a promise of swift and
smooth passage across any water bodies. The hull is expertly crafted to withstand the trials and
tribulations of the sea, standing as a strikingly steadfast example of CUTWATER's pinnacle of
construction. This cruising yacht features a dynamic layout design that expertly maximizes utility
without compromised aesthetics. The spacious cockpit is versatile, furnished with comfortable
seating for lounging, socializing, or admiring the shifting marinescapes. This space can easily be
transformed into a dining area, perfect for intimate meals under the stars. A transom door at the
stern further extends the available space, providing easy access to the swim platform and
enhancing the overall cruising experience.Onboard the 2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe, the creativity
and ingenuity of the builder continue to shine. The setting transitions smoothly from the outside to
a warm and inviting interior. Inside, the Cutwater 24 Coupe unveils an open-concept galley, in
which contemporary convenience meets tasteful design. It is equipped with top-tier appliances
and spacious countertops, supporting both extended voyages or day trips.The lower deck hosts a
thoughtfully designed cabin, elegantly appointed with a pleasing blend of luxury and comfort. It
comprises a generous forward berth and provides ample natural light, creating a sense of
spaciousness within the cozy quarters. The yacht's state-of-the-art bathroom prioritizes comfort
and hygiene, featuring stylish fixtures and a decent-sized shower.Equipped with modern
navigational and safety equipment, the 2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe proves itself not just in terms of
aesthetics and comfort but also in its innate capacity to perform. The helm station is intuitively
laid out, outfitted with a full suite of marine electronics to ensure smooth and easy navigation.
The vessel is powered by an efficient, reliable engine that provides ample thrust for cruising
through various marine conditions. One can effortlessly navigate through calmer inlets or venture
into more challenging offshore waters with stable, reliable control. The carefully engineered fuel
system together with efficient power utilization ensures extended cruising range, furthering the
appeal of the 2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe as an ideal companion for long-distance voyages.The
yacht also harbors multiple storage compartments accessible for storing essentials and
recreational equipment. This feature allows sailors and passengers to maintain the trim and
neatness of their living and recreational spaces creating a clutter-free, comfortable yacht
environment.In terms of entertainment, the 2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe leaves no stone unturned.
From a high-quality sound system to onboard WIFI capabilities, it suffices to ensure a more
enjoyable, connected cruising experience. In conclusion, the 2022 Cutwater 24 Coupe blends
elegance and sophistication with seaworthiness and performance, a reflection of the builder's
perfect harmony between experienced craftsmanship and modern technology. Whether you are
an avid sailor, a family pleasure Cruiser, or an occasional sea adventure enthusiast, this
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masterfully constructed yacht could be your perfect match. It embodies the very definition of a
cruising yacht – a vessel that not just transports you across the waters, but creates an
environment of maritime luxury and enjoyment as you travel. It's not just a yacht; it is a sea haven
that transcends ordinary boating into an extraordinary experience.

Category: cruiser Model Year: 2022

Year Built: 2022 Country: United States

Basic Information

LOA: 24' (7.32mm) Beam: 8.5

Min Draft: 1' 7" (0.48mm) Max Draft: 2' 7" (0.79mm)

Dimensions

Water Capacity: 26 Gallons Holding Tank: 13 Gal Gallons

Fuel Capacity: 116 Gal Gallons

Speed, Capacities and Weight

Total Cabins: 1 Total Berths: 3

Sleeps: 5 Total Heads: 1

Accommodations

Hull Material: Fiberglass Deck Material: Fiberglass

Hull Configuration: Modified Deep Vee

Hull and Deck Information
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Engines: 1 Manufacturer: Yamaha

Engine Type: Outboard Fuel Type: Gas

Engine Information
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PHOTOS
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CONTACTS

Andrey Shestakov, leading yacht broker of the sales department of Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc.
Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., the official representative of the Miami/Fort Lauderdale FL
headquarters.

Email:
andrey@shestakovyachtsales.com

Web: shestakovyachtsales.com/en/

Contact details

USA: +1(954)274-4435

Telephones

Monday – Saturday: 9:00 - 21:00 EDT Sunday: closed

Office hours

Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd St,
STE 213, Dania, FL 33004

Address
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